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An affirmative, empowering story about embracing your identity and finding your voice, inspired

in part by debut author Korey Watari’s experiences growing up Asian American, and illustrated

by her husband, Mike Wu, Pixar artist and creator of the Ellie series.I am beautiful.I belong

here.What I do matters.I am able to shine.Each night Keiko whispers to her crane, “I wish to

change the world.” She is kind, and she has big dreams. But at times she feels invisible; she

knows some people misjudge her. Keiko is also loved, so she perseveres and stands strong.

Over time, her confidence grows, she shares more of herself, and she helps lift up others—and

eventually lead them. She understands that no matter what, she can shine.

“[Keiko] channels her energy into strength and determination, leading her to gain confidence in

herself and thrive. As she celebrates what makes her culturally unique, she also sees the

importance of pushing for equality for all girls. Each page uses key terms that focus on building

self-esteem and a strong self-concept for children, making this a natural choice for SEL

collections.” —BooklistFrom the PublisherSeeing yourself reflected on the page is so important

for kids, and Korey Watari’s desire for her daughters to experience that inspired her to write the

picture book I Am Able to Shine, beautifully illustrated by her husband, Mike Wu.Korey’s

experiences growing up as an Asian American in the suburbs and feeling as though her voice

wasn’t always heard helped shape this inspiring story about Keiko, a girl who dreams big and

is kind but isn’t always seen for who she is. The love of her family lifts her up, and with each

page, we see Keiko’s confidence grow until she realizes what she does matters—and that she

is able to shine and to help others.It’s a beautiful book, one I’m proud to publish. One of the

author’s hopes is that readers might see themselves in Keiko, find their own voice, and follow

their dreams. Isn’t that a wish we all have for the little ones in our lives?—Kelsey Skea,

EditorAbout the AuthorHusband-and-wife team Korey Watari and Mike Wu live in the San

Francisco Bay area in California with their two lively daughters. This is their first picture book

together.Korey is a sansei, or third-generation Japanese American, born and raised in Los

Angeles. She played basketball for a Japanese American league, graduated from the

University of California, Riverside, and studied at the Fashion Institute of Design &

Merchandising. Korey has worked in the animation and fashion industries for companies such

as Disney and the Gap. This is her first picture book. Learn more at www.koreywatari.com or

on Twitter at @tinyteru.Mike is the author and illustrator of the acclaimed, bestselling Ellie

series, the first picture book of which was named one of NPR’s best books of the year. He is

also a Pixar artist and has worked on films including The Incredibles, Ratatouille, Up, Toy Story

3, Coco, and Soul. His illustrations have been hailed as “reminiscent of classics like Harry the

Dirty Dog and Curious George.” Visit him at www.theartofmikewu.com or on Instagram at

@wudog23.Read more
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To Penelope and Felicity, who taught us that you are ABLE to doanything if you are kind, brave,

and true to yourselfLove, Mommy & Daddy

Keiko has a spirited soul and a head full of ideas.Each night she whispers to her crane,“I

wish . . .I wish to change the world and shine.”She is able toDREAM.

Her generous heart fills her with strength and purpose.She sprinkles friendship all around.She

is KIND.

Keiko sometimes feels invisible.“Chin up, Keiko!One step is all it takes,”she reminds

herself.She PERSEVERES.Kalamazoo

At times Keiko wants to besomeone else.She often wonders,“Why can’t others see methe way

I do?I am a good person.”She is DETERMINED.
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Heather M., “Lovely Pictures. The art in this book is really lovely. The artist's talent really shines

on every page, and there are lots of examples of Japanese/Japanese-American culture like

origami and kimonos in the book for you to discuss and share with your little one. My only

complaint about the layout is that the text is way smaller than it needs to be. (There's plenty of

unused space on the pages that could have been filled with larger text.) If you like to download

books on your phone, like I do, you may find yourself squinting.Unfortunately, there's no story.

The book is really more of a character description than a story. Sometimes Keiko feels invisible.
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Sometimes she feels brave. Sometimes she feels proud of herself. Sometimes she wishes she

were more like her classmates. But she is always loved. Personally, I would have liked a real

story.That said, this book would be a really sweet gift for a little girl named "Keiko." Or you

could substitute your own daughter's name and use it to fill her with love and affirmations

before bed.”

DisneyDenizen, “GIRL POWER. I review a lot of children's books, especially picture books.

This one is quite unusual in a number of ways. For one thing, the author specifically wrote this

book to provide a representation of an Asian American girl. The young girl's struggles to fit in

are obvious and possible racism is there almost from the start. But there is also a strong

message of girl power with inspirational words on every page.Because I am assuming you are

considering acquiring this book for your child, I will tell you the plot. Spoilers abound.PLOT:

Japanese-American Keiko wishes “to change the world and shine.” This book tells her journey

from feeling invisible to being in the Oval Office. The actual plot is minimal. The book is more a

list of statements than a story.TEXT: Somewhat advanced vocabulary for a picture book. There

are just a couple of sentences in small print on each page, but then one large colorful word

leaps off the page:DreamKindPerseveresDeterminedLovedStrongInspireHopeOvercomeCourag

eousShineLeadLoveSoar Shine FreeARTWORK: Lovely images with Japanese culture

sprinkled throughout from origami to an enormous bento box. There is one clever image in

which we look up at Keiko from the bottom of a koi pond. We also see Keiko's child dressed as

Snow White.PROS:- Offers a positive depiction of a Japanese-American girl and her potential.-

Even comments positively on eye shape and lovely black hair.- Multi-racial with a brief nod to

LGBTQ+ rights.- Well written.- Great pictures.- Original.- I mean, come on! She grows up to be

President! How cool is that?- Encourages empathy.- Provides a glimpse into Japanese

culture.CONS:- So much diversity … and yet not one single depiction of a disabled person. I

can not tell you how tired I've become of this community's exclusion.- Since this book was

expressly written to provide Asian American girls with a character they can identify with, it may

not speak much to others. In fact, white people do not always come off well. The white boys

keep the basketball from her. The blonde ballerinas laugh at her. No one of any race sits with

her at lunch. But they all come around when she creates an Origami Club and shows them

how to dance in kimonos. But of course that's all an opportunity for conversation with your

youngster: Ball games should be about fun for all not winning for a few. Dancing is for everyone

and good exercise. Don't exclude anyone. If you see someone sitting along at lunch, invite

them to join you.- Interestingly, she becomes President before there is talk of her being a

mother, which seemed a bit disjointed and backwards but works well with the story.BEST

READ BY: Narrowly, an Asian-American mother to her daughter so they can discuss it. Broadly,

you to your child the first time so you can discuss it.NOTE: There is a lengthy author's note

explaining her motivation.ANOTHER NOTE: This book was acquired through my daughter's

Amazon account and shared via the Family Library feature.THE KID SAYS: Pretty good!

Definitely something that Asian kids need, especially girls.BOTTOM LINE: Unusual book and

very much worth your time.”

QTZ, “Cute illustrations and learned some Japanese culture. After reading the author’s

introduction, I realize the story reflects the author’s life. As an Asian American, sometimes it

becomes difficult simple because of the different looking. I wish this book could give young kids

an positive impression. It’s not the color or looking that makes it different, but what you

think.The illustrations are absolutely masterpieces. They represent the story very well.From the



last notes of the book, I also learned cultures from Japan. This is a book for every age. Hope

the author can write more stories about her life.”

Jenna S, “Beautiful story. This book is beautiful and inspirational on many levels!I was so

amazingly impressed by the gorgeous illustrations and storyline.”

AN, “Beautiful!!!. Beautifully written & illustrated! A much needed and incredibly touching story

depicting Asian American experiences providing our younger generations with representation,

hope, and empowerment. Very excited to share with friends & family!!”

MARIA ZELAYA, “Beautiful story line. I enjoyed the story behind why she wrote this book and

really appreciate it the background and the explanations of the Japanese culture and what the

pictures meant and symbolized. Your optimism is contagious and I love the idea to let girls

know that it doesn’t matter their backgrounds or what others think of her but what matters most

is that self love and family love, with this knowledge and reassurance you can accomplish

anything! Thank you for this amazing picture book! And congratulations!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I Will Shine Brightly!. Beautiful story with a beautiful message. This story

follows Keiko from childhood to adulthood as she encounters different obstacles. She

perseveres with the help of positive affirmations and the support of her family. As an adult she

reaches for her dreams and passes her knowledge unto her children.I enjoyed this story

immensely and loved learning more about Japanese culture. The only affirmation that I've used

before is "You got this" but I'm inspired to broaden my affirmation horizon when with some

words and phrases from this book.”

Meera, “Beautiful.. I love the feeling of strength and hope in this book and I hope that in the

future it helps other girls to be the same. A beautiful book that is well illustrated but also hits

hard without losing its spirit. Well done!”

52 degrees north, “Wonderful inspiration, beautifully told.. Thank you for writing this book. It’s a

heartfelt and wonderful inspiration beautifully told.”

The book by Korey Watari has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 339 people have provided feedback.
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